
Chasing my Y-DNA part 20
Clearing the way for more genealogy. 

Before I get started;

And;





The above work is beyond expectations;

.....earlier Saxon form of spelling as archaic and 
to refer to the clan as 'Ellots' until about 1650 
when the name was changed altogether to 'Elliot'.

The introdution of an 'i' into the name 'Ellot' was,  
without doubt unfortunate. It immediately  
confused the Clan with the well known English  
Norman family of St. Germains, settled in the West  
Country and South Wales and in no way 
related.......
                                Arthur Eliott  1974 

The only serious contention remaining, which is  
favoured by some modern historians, ascribes the  
surname to the fairly common old Northumbrian  
christian name of Elwold or Elwald. While  
convenient in its simplicity, evidence of the Clan's  
connection is lacking and, with only two references  
to Elwald as a surname prior to 1400.........

                                Arthur Eliott  1986



in; THE ELLIOTS; The Story of a Border Clan 1974&1986

John, James, William, Robert, Thomas, and Andrew are among the most 
common names in Scotland  over the past 100 years.

James, John, Robert, William, and Thomas are among the most common 
names in the United States over the past 100 Years. 



John, Robert, William, and Thomas are early Elwald names, and of 
Redheugh it is John, Robert, William and Andrew. Thomas seemed to stay 
on the English side of today's Scottish Border.

Gilbert Elliot of Stobs had sons; William, Gilbert, Archibald, Gavin, John 
and James.   William, John and James are commonly used names. 

The family has six sons but, No Robert.



No Robert in the family tree, above.
It should be noted, the is is Arthur of Stobs, and Robert of Redheugh, though 
the Stobs family now lives at Redheugh.

Had a brother deceased name Robert and there is a Robert grouped with my 
Y-DNA, guess we must be of Robert of Redheugh.



Ulster muster ca 1630 of Ellot;
Names of Stobs are used; Willaim, Archibald, John, Gavin, 





One Gilbert not in associations to the rest. About ten Roberts.

Robert a common name at Redheugh, and Ulster, but not used by the family 
of Stobs, and still a very common name, one may ask, is it intentional that 
Robert is not as Stobs name? Could it be because of the pledge to the Scott 
Clan?

Gilbert Elliot of Stobs had sons; William (Eliott), Gilbert, Archibald, 
Gavin, John and James. Is there a reason when Gilbert has sons William, 
Archibald, Gavin, and John, commonly used in Ulster the the Robert name is 
not used. Is it because the Stobs family sided with the Scott Clan?  Gilbert 
not being utilized in the Landload/Estates of Ulster could this have reason 
that they displaced, and did not pledge the Scott Clan?

Since the Robert name is missing from the Gilbert of Stobs line, it is 
important that the line of Robert of Redheugh, grain of Martin line to be 
added.



Clearing the Way



From the Stutevilles&Wakers of Cottingham East Riding, where Elwald are 
from;

The Mote at Nicholas Stuteville Liddell Strength Castle



The Traitors of Leven are said to be of England. They would be the 
Armstrongs, Elwald, Crosar, and Kerr, but not the Graham. The direction 
of migration for the Elwald is going up the Liddel then up the Hermitage, 
where the Armstrong of Whitehaugh are. 

It is felt that the Kerr (Carr) and Armstrong were English, but when the 
Scottish border was placed some Kerr and some Armstrong found themselves 
land of Scotland. The Elwald, Crosar and Graham (of Graham now 
Grantham), came from further south of the border, but the Elwald are felt to 



be in the region an divided by the border like the Kerr, and Armstrong were.
Kerr, Armstrong, Elwald, and Crosar names have meanings, common to 
reiver names. Kerr; left handed, Armstrong; strong arms, Elwald; of forest, 
and Crosar; cross carrier. 

The end paper maps being bestowed on Arthur Eliott are incorrect.

For the grain of Martin of Gorrenberry/Braidley; 
Braidley needs to be correctly place. 





Braidley is import because a lot of the Grain of Martin were made of  people 
from east of and then south of the Hermitage Castle. It is felt that 
Gorrenberry was establish then Brailey. Braidley though above defined as a 
broad open space the word lee indicates  a valley. 



It is felt that the red and gray stone from the region is of the same. The gray 
stone broke away from the red stone and weathered to gray, so some of the 
foundations of Braidley could be of this gray stone.

In the name Graystone Wood, the word Wood, has the same meaning as the 
word wood contained in Ellwood which means woods.



Above shows in placed red rock, eroded alluvial gray rock, and the 
foundations of the location of Braidley.



Older map even shows  Braidley (Brailres) near Hermitage Castle.

The location of  Braidley was imposed on the House of Stobs by Borders 
Regional Council. To say the Borders Regional Council gives accurate 
information on Border Reivers, is like saying that Hollywood gives accurate 
information on the American Indian. To post such a map on the Elliot Clan 
Society web site shows how accurate it's website is by posting such a map.

Mark Elliott                                                                                    12/31/2012


